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Abstract. Given a pair of derived-equivalent Calabi–Yau manifolds of dimension more than
two, we prove that the derived equivalence can be extended to general fibers of versal deformations. As an application, we give a new proof of the Pfaffian–Grassmannian derived equivalence.

1. Introduction
Let X0 be a Calabi–Yau manifold of dimension more than two in the strict sense, i.e., a
smooth projective variety over a field k with trivial canonical bundle and Hi (X0 , OX0 ) = 0 for
0 < i < dim X0 . Then the deformation functor
F X0 = Def X0 : Artk → Set
of X0 has a universal formal family (R, ξ), which is effective by [GD61, Theorem III 5.4.5] and
there exists an effectivization XR flat and projective over R, whose formal completion along
the closed fiber X0 is isomorphic to ξ. Since deformations of Calabi–Yau manifolds are unobstructed, the complete local noetherian ring R is regular and we have
R  k~t1 , . . . , td ,
where d = dimk H1 (X0 , TX0 ). By [Art69b, Theorem 1.6] there exists a versal deformation XS
flat and of finite type over S , where S is an algebraic k-scheme with a distinguished closed
point s such that the formal completion along the closed fiber X0 over s is isomorphic to ξ. It is
known that the triple (S , s, XS ) is unique only locally around s in the étale topology. Unwinding
the construction, one finds a nonsingular affine variety S over which the versal deformation XS
is smooth projective. Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1.1 ( Theorem 4.1 ). Let X0 and X00 be derived-equivalent Calabi–Yau manifolds
of dimension more than two. Then there exists a nonsingular affine variety S over k such
that general fibers of smooth projective versal deformations XS and XS0 over S are derivedequivalent. In particular, after possible shrinking of the base scheme S , the schemes XS and
XS0 are derived-equivalent.
The relationship between deformations and Fourier–Mukai transforms has been addressed
in [Tod09] for first order deformations of smooth projective varieties, in [BBP07] for formal
deformations of complex tori, and in [HMS09] for formal deformations of K3 surfaces by
deforming Fourier–Mukai kernels. In the above cases, a relative Fourier–Mukai transform of
n-th order deformations induces an isomorphism which associates to the direction of a (n + 1)th order deformation of one side that of the other side. So the fiber product deforms along the
pair of the directions to yield the fiber product of the (n + 1)-th order deformations. Then it is
natural to ask whether one can deform the Fourier–Mukai kernel to a perfect complex on the
fiber product of the (n + 1)-th order deformations, and the relative integral functor defined by
the deformed perfect complex is an equivalence.
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For Calabi–Yau manifolds of dimension more than two, the isomorphism induced by a relative Fourier–Mukai transform connects a pair of (n + 1)-th order deformations of complex
structures. Moreover, since the effectivizations XR and XR0 are smooth over R, the obstruction
class to deforming a perfect complex [Low05, Lie06] is given by the product of the relative
Atiyah class and the relative Kodaira–Spencer class [HT10, Corollary 3.4]. In this paper, based
on the argument in [HMS09, Section 3], we deform a Fourier–Mukai kernel defining the derived equivalence of X0 and X00 along the sequence of the natural quotient maps
· · · → R/mn+2
→ R/mn+1
→ R/mnR → · · · .
R
R
From the compatible system of deformed Fourier–Mukai kernels, we obtain an effectivization
as a perfect complex by [Lie06, Proposition 3.6.1]. Passing through a filtered inductive system
of finitely generated subalgebras of R whose colimit is R, we obtain a perfect complex on
XS ×S XS0 which restricts to the Fourier–Mukai kernel on X0 × X00 by [Lie06, Proposition 2.2.1]
and the construction of the versal deformations. Then the standard argument shows that the
relative integral functor defined by the perfect complex is an equivalence. One can also show
the derived equivalence of effectivizations of universal formal families, in particular, that of
formal deformations of X0 and X00 .
As an application, we give a new (but slightly weaker) proof of the Pfaffian–Grassmannian
equivalence, which is conjectured in [Rød00], explained in [HT07] from a physical perspective,
and proved in [BC09, Kuz, ADS15]. Via Theorem 1.1, the derived equivalence is induced by
that of the complete intersections of G2 -Grassmannians [Kuz18, Ued19]. Similarly, due to
[IIM19, Proposition 4.7] the derived equivalence of the intersections of two Grassmannians in
P9 [BCP20] is induced by that of the complete intersections in G(2, 5) [KR19, Mor21]. We
expect to find a new example of Fourier–Mukai partners through deformation methods using
Theorem 1.1.
Notations and conventions. We work over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0
throughout the paper. For an augmented k-algebra A, by mA we denote its augmentation ideal.
For a noetherian formal scheme X , by Db (X ) we denote the bounded derived category of the
abelian category Coh(X ) of coherent sheaves on X .
Acknowledgements. The author would like to express his gratitude to Kazushi Ueda for suggesting the problem. The author would like to thank Paolo Stellari for inviting him to the
university of Milan, his hospitality, and helpful discussions. The author also would like to
thank Andrea Tobia Ricolfi for offering many corrections to earlier versions of this paper. The
author thanks Yukinobu Toda for informing the author on the paper [HMS09], Atsushi Ito and
Makoto Miura on the paper [Küc96].
2. Smooth projective versal deformations
When it comes to deformations, Calabi–Yau manifolds are equipped with nice geometric
features. In this section, after reviewing some basics on deformation theory of schemes, we
explain how to construct smooth projective versal deformations of Calabi–Yau manifolds of
dimension more than two.
2.1. Infinitesimal deformations of schemes. Let X be a k-scheme. A deformation of X over
a local artinian k-algebra A with residue field k is a pair (XA , iA ), where XA is a scheme flat
over A and iA : X ,→ XA is a closed immersion such that the induced map X → XA ×A k
is an isomorphism. Two deformations (XA , iA ) and (YA , jA ) are said to be equivalent if there
is an A-isomorphism XA → YA compatible with iA and jA . The deformation functor F X =
Def X : Artk → Set sends each A ∈ Artk to the set of equivalence classes of deformations of X
over A.
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Assume that X is projective over k. Then F X satisfies Schlessinger’s criterion [Sch68] and
there exists a miniversal formal family (R, ξ) for F X [Har10, Theorem 18.1], where R is a
complete local noetherian k-algebra with residue field k, and ξ belongs to the limit
F̂ X (R) = lim F X (R/mnR )
←−

of the inverse system
n+1
n
· · · → F X (R/mn+2
R ) → F X (R/mR ) → F X (R/mR ) → · · ·

induced by the natural quotient maps R/mn+1
→ R/mnR . The formal family ξ corresponds to a
R
natural transformation
hR = Homk-alg (R, −) → F X ,

(2.1)

g

which sends each homomorphism f ∈ hR (A) factorizing through R → R/mn+1
− A to F X (g)(ξn )
R →
[Har10, Proposition 15.1]. The functor (2.1) is strongly surjective by versality of ξ. So for every
surjection B → A in Artk the map
hR (B) → hR (A) ×FX (A) F X (B)
is surjective. In particular, the map hR (A) → F X (A) is surjective for each A ∈ Artk .
Let Xn be the schemes which define ξn . Then by [Har10, Proposition 21.1] there is a noetherian formal scheme X over R such that Xn  X ×R R/mn+1
for each n. By abuse of notation,
R
we use the same symbol ξ to denote the formal scheme X . Thus any scheme which defines
an equivalence class [XA , iA ] can be obtained as the pullback of ξ along some morphism of
noetherian formal schemes Spec A → Spf R. If X is regular, then the Zariski tangent space of
Spec R at the closed point is H1 (X, TX ). Assume further that H0 (X, TX ) = 0, i.e., the scheme X
has no infinitesimal automorphisms which restrict to the identity of X. Then every equivalence
class [XA , iA ] is just a deformation (XA , iA ) and we have hR ' F X [Har10, Corollary 18.3]. In
this case, the functor F X is said to be pro-representable and (R, ξ) a universal formal family for
FX .
2.2. Algebraization. Towards an algebraic family of deformations of X, the first step is to find
a scheme XR flat and of finite type over R whose formal completion along the closed fiber X
is isomorphic to ξ. If X is projective and H2 (X, OX ) = 0, i.e., deformations of any invertible
sheaf on X are unobstructed, then by [GD61, Theorem III5.4.5] there exists such a scheme
XR . In this case, the formal family (R, ξ) is said to be effective. One sees that the scheme XR
appeared in the proof of [GD61, Theorem III5.4.5] is projective over R. We will call such XR
an effectivization of ξ.
The next step is to find an algebraic k-scheme S with a distinguished closed point s ∈ S , and
a scheme XS flat and of finite type over S whose formal completion along the closed fiber X
over s is isomorphic to ξ. The deformation functor F X can naturally be extended to a functor
defined on the category k-algaug of augmented noetherian k-algebras. By abuse of notation, we
use the same symbol F X to denote the extended functor, which sends each (B, mB ) ∈ k-algaug to
the set of equivalence classes of deformations over (B, mB ). The following is the well-known
fact necessary to prove the existence of such a triple (S , s, XS ). We provide a proof as we could
not find any reference in the literature.
Lemma 2.1. Let X be an algebraic k-scheme. Then the functor F X is locally of finite
 presenta
tion, i.e., for every filtered inductive system of augmented noetherian k-algebras Bi , mBi i∈I
whose colimit is B, the canonical map

lim F X Bi , mBi → F X ((B, mB ))
−→

is bijective.
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Proof. To show the surjectivity, let [XB , iB ] be an element in F X ((B, mB )). By [GD66, Corollary
IV11.2.7] for some index λ ∈ I there exists a scheme
 XBλ flat and of finite type over Bλ with a
B-isomorphism XB → XBλ ×Bλ B. Then an element [XBk , iBk ] k≥λ ∈ lim F X Bi , mBi is sent to
−→
[XB , iB ] by the canonical map.

To show the injectivity, let [XBk , iBk ] k≥ j and [YBk , jBk ] k≥ j be two elements sent to the same
equivalence class [XB , iB ] = [YB , jB ]. By [GD66, Theorem IV8.8.2, Corollary IV8.8.2.4] for
some index l ≥ j there is a Bl -isomorphism XBl → YBl sent to the B-isomorphism XB →
Y
 iBl and jBl . Thus
 [XB , iB ] = [YB , jB ], the isomorphism is compatible with
 B . Since we have

[XBk , iBk ] k≥l and [YBk , jBk ] k≥l define the same element in lim F X Bi , mBi .
−→

By Lemma 2.1 one can apply [Art69b, Theorem 1.6] to obtain such a triple (S , s, XS ). The
scheme XS is said to be a versal deformation over S and the miniversal formal family (R, ξ) is
said to be algebraizable. Since some details are necessary in the sequel, we show the existence
of a versal deformation when X is a higher dimensional Calabi–Yau manifold.
Theorem 2.2. Let X0 be a Calabi–Yau manifold of dimension more than two. Then every
effective universal formal family (R, ξ) for F X0 is algebraizable.
Proof. Let T = Spec k[t1 , . . . , td ] and t ∈ T be the closed point corresponding to a maximal
ideal (t1 , . . . , td ). Since the formal completion of OT (T ) along (t1 , . . . , td ) is isomorphic to R,
there is a filtered inductive system {Ri }i∈I of finitely generated OT (T )-subalgebras of R whose
colimit is R. Choose a finite type presentation
Ri = OT (T )[Y]/ ( f (Y)) ,
where Y = (Y1 , . . . , YN ) and f = ( f1 , . . . , fm ). Then we have the solution ŷ = (ŷ1 , . . . , ŷN )
of f (Y) = 0 in R corresponding to the canonical homomorphism Ri → R [Art69a, Corollary
1.6]. Since F X0 is locally of finite presentation, [XR , iR ] is the image of some element ζi ∈
F X0 Ri , mRi by the canonical map F X0 Ri , mRi → F X0 (R). By [Art69a, Corollary 2.1] there
exist an étale neighborhood S of t in T , and a solution y = (y1 , . . . , yN ) in OS (S ) with
(2.2)

yi ≡ ŷi (mod m2R ),

i.e., y and ŷ induce the same element in F X0 (R/m2R ). Let ϕ : Ri → OS (S ) be the homomorphism
corresponding to the solution y, and let [XS , iS ] be the image of ζi by the map F X0 (ϕ) and {ηn }n∈N
the formal family induced by [XS , iS ]. From (2.2) it follows
F X0 (ψ1 )([XR , iR ]) = ξ1 = η1 ,
where ψ1 : R → R/m2R is the natural surjection. By versality of (R, ξ) there is a compatible
sequence of homomorphisms ψn : R → R/mn+1
R lifting ψn−1 and such that F X0 (ψn )([XR , iR ]) = ηn
for every positive integer n. The sequence {ψn }n∈N induces a homomorphism ψ : R → R such
that
F X0 (ψ)([XR , iR ]) ≡ ηn (mod mn+1
R ).
Since ψ is the identity modulo m2R , it is an automorphism. Thus the formal completion of XS
along the closed fiber X0 is isomorphic to ξ.

2.3. Smoothness and projectivity. If S 0 is an étale neighborhood of s in S , then the scheme
XS 0 obtained in the same way gives another versal deformation. The following lemma is crucial
for the rest of the paper.
Lemma 2.3. Let X0 be a Calabi–Yau manifold of dimension more than two. Then there exists
a nonsingular affine variety S over k with a versal deformation XS which is projective and
smooth of relative dimension dim X0 over S .
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Proof. An étale neighborhood of t in T is smooth over k. Since an open immersion is étale,
we may assume that S is connected. Then S must be irreducible, otherwise the local ring
OS ,s has more than one minimal prime ideal for every point s in the intersection of irreducible
components. We already know that XS is flat over S . Since XR is projective over R, by [GD66,
Theorem IV8.10.5] there exists an index j such that for all k ≥ j the schemes XRk are projective
over Rk . A base change of projective morphism is projective [SP, Tag 02V6].
Since S is irreducible and πS : XS → S is flat and proper, the restriction of πS to each
irreducible component of XS is surjective. In particular, each irreducible component contains
the closed fiber X0 and we have
rel. dim(πS ) = dim X0 .
Note that the function
nXS /S : S → Z≥0 ∪ {∞},
which sends every point s ∈ S to the dimension of the fiber over s is locally constant, since πS
is flat and proper [SP, Tag 0D4J]. Again, we have used the irreducibility of S .
Due to Lemma 2.4 below, the morphism πR : XR → Spec R is smooth. We claim that there is
an index l such that for all k ≥ l the morphisms XRk → Spec Rk are smooth. To show this, we
may assume that XRi are affine. Let R → B be the ring homomorphism corresponding to πR .
Then there exists a finitely generated Z-subalgebra R0 of R and a smooth ring homomorphism
R0 → B0 such that B  B0 ⊗R0 R [SP, Tag 00TP]. By [SP, Tag 07C3] the inclusion R0 → R
factors through Rl for some index l. Since smoothness is stable under base change, the claim
follows.

Lemma 2.4. The scheme XR is regular and the morphism πR : XR → Spec R is smooth of
relative dimension dim X0 .
Proof. We adapt the proof of [Har77, Proposition III10.4]. Since the base scheme Spec R has
the only one closed point, every closed point x ∈ XR belongs to the closed fiber X0 . By [SP,
Tag 031E] the local ring OXR ,x is regular, so XR is regular. Note that XR is irreducible. From the
proof of [SP, Tag 031E] one sees that πR induces the injection mR /m2R → mOXR ,x /m2OX ,x , which
R
is dual to the surjection
T πR : T x XR → T πR (x) R
of Zariski tangent spaces. It follows that

dimk(x) ΩXR /R ⊗ k(x) = dim X0
for every closed point x ∈ XR . Since πR is flat and of finite type, we also have

dimk(ζ) ΩXR /R ⊗ k(ζ) = dim X0
for the generic point ζ of XR [Har77, Theorem I4.8A, Theorem II8.6A]. Then by [Har77,
Lemma II8.9] the coherent sheaf ΩXR /R is locally free of rank dim X0 .

Remark 2.1. From the proof of Lemma 2.3, one sees that the scheme XS must be irreducible,
otherwise X0 becomes disconnected.
3. Deformations of Fourier–Mukai kernels
In order to define a relative integral functor from Db (XS ) to Db (XS0 ), we deform the Fourier–
Mukai kernel P0 to a perfect complex PS on the fiber product XS ×S XS0 of smooth projective
versal deformations. Although applying the main theorem in [Lie06] might suffice, we adopt
a more concrete approach based on [HMS09, HT10], still using some results from [Lie06].
Here, for a deformation XB of a k-scheme X over an augmented noetherian k-algebra (B, mB ),
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by a deformation of a perfect complex E on X over (B, mB ) we mean a pair (E B , uB ), where
E B ∈ Db (XB ) and uB : E B ⊗LB k → E is an isomorphism.
3.1. Derived equivalence and relative Hochschild cohomology. Let Xn and Xn0 be derivedequivalent schemes smooth and projective over Rn . The schemes Xn , Xn0 , and their fiber product
Xn ×Rn Xn0 over Rn form the following diagram
Xn ×Rn Xn0
qn

XRn

pn

z
$

XR0 n

with the natural projections qn and pn . For any perfect complex Pn on Xn ×Rn Xn0 , the relative
integral functor


ΦPn (−) = Rpn∗ Pn ⊗L q∗n (−)
sends each object in Db (Xn ) to Db (Xn0 ). Due to the Grothendieck–Verdier duality the functor
ΦPn has the right adjoint, which we denote by Φ(Pn )R .
Assume that ΦPn is an equivalence. Then two functors
Ψ1 : Db (Xn ×Rn Xn ) → Db (Xn ×Rn Xn0 )
G 7→ Pn ∗ G,
Ψ2 : Db (Xn ×Rn Xn0 ) → Db (Xn0 ×Rn Xn0 )
G0 7→ G0 ∗ (Pn )R
respectively induce isomorphisms
ψ1 : ExtXn ×Rn Xn (−, −) → ExtXn ×Rn Xn0 (Ψ1 (−) , Ψ1 (−)) ,
ψ2 : ExtXn ×Rn Xn0 (−, −) → ExtXn0 ×Rn Xn0 (Ψ2 (−) , Ψ2 (−)) .
The composition defines the isomorphism
∗

ΦPHHn = ψ2 ◦ ψ1 : HH∗ (Xn /Rn ) → HH∗ (Xn0 /Rn )
of the relative Hochschild cohomology complex [Căl10], which gives rise to the isomorphism
∗

∗

HKR −1
∗
∗
0
ΦHT
◦ ΦPHHn ◦ IHKR
Xn : HT (Xn /Rn ) → HT (Xn /Rn ),
Pn = (IXn0 )

where
∗
∗
IHKR
Xn : HT (Xn /Rn ) → HH (Xn /Rn ),
∗
0
∗
0
IHKR
Xn0 : HT (Xn /Rn ) → HH (Xn /Rn )

are the relative Hochschild–Kostant–Rosenberg isomorphisms. Namely, we have the following
commutative diagram
IHKR
Xn

/

HT (Xn /Rn )
∗

(3.1)

Ext∗Xn ×Rn Xn (O∆n , O∆n )

∗

ΦHT
Pn



∗

HT∗ (Xn0 /Rn ) o



IHKR
Xn0

−1



ΦHH
Pn =ψ2 ◦ψ1

Ext∗Xn0 ×Rn Xn0 (O∆0n , O∆0n ).
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3.2. Relative Atiyah class and HKR isomorphism. For a perfect complex En on Xn the relative Atiyah class is the element
A(En ) ∈ Ext1Xn (En , En ⊗ Ωπn )
induced by the boundary morphism of the short exact sequence
0 → In /In2 → OXn ×Rn Xn /In → O∆n → 0,
where In is the defining ideal sheaf of the relative diagonal. Composition in Db (Xn ) and exterior
i
product Ω⊗i
πn → Ωπn yield the exponential
M
exp (A(En )) ∈
ExtiXn (En , En ⊗ Ωiπn ).
Consider the automorphism τ : Xn ×Rn Xn → Xn ×Rn Xn interchanging the two factors. Since
the conormal bundle In /In2 consists of elements of the form x ⊗Rn 1 − 1 ⊗Rn x, the pullback τ∗
acts on H p (Xn , ∧q Tπn ) by (−1)q . Then as a straightforward generalization of [Tod09, Lemma
5.8], one obtains two commutative diagrams
τ∗ ◦IHKR
Xn

/

HT (Xn /Rn )
∗

(3.2)

q∗n



Ext∗Xn ×Rn Xn (O∆n , O∆n )

exp(A(Pn ))·

/

HT∗ (Xn ×Rn Xn0 /Rn )

∗

HT
(3.3)

I0HKR
X0

(Xn0 /Rn )

p∗n



n

/

Ext∗Xn ×Rn Xn0 (Pn , Pn ),

Ext∗Xn0 ×Rn Xn0 (O∆0n , O∆0n )

exp(A(Pn ))·

/

HT∗ (Xn ×Rn Xn0 /Rn )

ψ1





ψ−1
2

Ext∗Xn ×Rn Xn0 (Pn , Pn ).

3.3. Obstruction class. There exists an obstruction for a perfect complex En on Xn to deform
to some perfect complex on Xn+1 [Low05, Lie06]. By [HT10, Corollary 3.4] it has the explicit
expression as the product of the truncated Atiyah class of En and the truncated Kodaira–Spencer
class of the thickenings Xn ,→ Xn+1 defined by a square zero ideal. In our setting, the deformation Xn+1 is smooth over Rn+1 . So the truncated Atiyah and Kodaira–Spencer classes coincide
with the relative Atiyah and Kodaira–Spencer classes respectively. Then the obstruction class
is given by
$(En ) = (idEn ⊗ κn ) ◦ A(En ) ∈ Ext2Xn (En , En⊕ln ),
n
where κn ∈ Ext1Xn (Ωπn , O⊕l
Xn ) denotes the relative Kodaira–Spencer class, which is the extension
class of the short exact sequence

·t(ds1 ···dsln )

n
0 → O⊕l
−−−−−−−→ ΩXn+1 |Xn → Ωπn → 0.
Xn −

n+2
n+1
n+2
Here ln = dimk mn+1
R /mR and {s1 , . . . , sln } is a fixed basis of the k-vector space mR /mR .
0
Suppose that there exists a thickening Xn0 ,→ Xn+1
whose relative Kodaira–Spencer class is


⊕l
n
1
0
HT2
⊕l
0
∗
κn = ΦPn
(κn ) ∈ H (Tπ0n ) n . Let κn  κn = qn κn + p∗n κn0 ∈ H1 (Tπn ×π0n )⊕ln . Adapting [HMS09,
Lemma 3.7] to our setting in a straightforward way, we obtain the following:
0
Lemma 3.1. Under the above assumption there exists a perfect complex Pn+1 on Xn+1 ×Rn+1 Xn+1
with an isomorphism Pn+1 ⊗RLn+1 Rn  Pn such that the integral functor ΦPn+1 : Db (Xn+1 ) →
0
Db (Xn+1
) is an equivalence.
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Proof. We show the vanishing of the obstruction class
A(Pn ) · (κn  κn0 ) ∈ Ext2Xn ×Rn Xn0 (Pn , Pn )⊕ln .
We write κn , κn0 as κn = (κn1 , . . . , κnln ), κn0 = (κn01 , . . . , κn0ln ) with respect to the fixed basis. By
commutativity of the diagrams (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3), we have
A(Pn ) = A(Pn ) · (κni  κn0i )
 
 

 
i
−1 0HKR
= ψ1 τ∗ IXHKR
κ
+
ψ
I
κn0i
0
n
2
Xn
n
 

   
 
0HKR
0HKR −1
HKR
i
0i
= ψ−1
I
−
I
ψ
ψ
I
κ
+
κ
0
0
2
1 Xn
n
n
2 Xn
Xn

 

2
0HKR
= ψ−1
−ΦHT
κni + κn0i = 0
2 IXn0
Pn
for each i. Note that, as mentioned above, the pullback τ∗ acts on H1 (Xn ×Rn Xn0 , Tπn ×π0n ) by −1.
So there exists a deformation Pn+1 of Pn . Then by [LST13, Proposition 1.3] the functor ΦPn+1
is an equivalence, since P0 defines an equivalence and πn , π0n are smooth projective.

Combining Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 below, one sees that if the closed fibers X0 and X00
are higher dimensional Calabi–Yau manifolds, then one can always deform a Fourier–Mukai
kernel on X0 × X00 to some Fourier–Mukai kernel on Xn ×Rn Xn0 for arbitrary order n.
Lemma 3.2. If the closed fiber of X00 is a Calabi–Yau manifold of dimension more than two,
0
then there exists a thickening Xn0 ,→ Xn+1
whose relative Kodaira–Spencer class is κn0 =


2 ⊕ln
ΦHT
(κn ).
Pn
Proof. First, we show the vanishing of cohomology H 0 (∧2 Tπ0n ) and H 2 (OXn0 ). Since π0n is a
projective morphism of noetherian schemes and the sheaves ∧2 Tπ0n , OXn0 are flat over Rn , by
[Har77, Theorem III12.8] there is a Zariski open neighborhood U ⊂ Spec Rn of the closed
point such that dimk(y) H 0 (∧2 Tπ0n ,y ) = 0 and dimk(y) H 0 (OXn0 ,y ) = 0 for all y ∈ U. Then we have
U = Spec Rn , as the complement does not contain the only closed point of Spec Rn .
0
Next, we construct the thickening Xn0 ,→ Xn+1
. Fix an affine open covering {Ui } of Xn0 . The
1
0
⊕l
element κn ∈ H (Tπ0n ) n is represented by 2-cocycles {θi j } with respect to {Ui }. By [Har10,
Propsotion 3.6, Exercise 5.2] these cocycles define automorphisms of the trivial deformations
0
Ui j ×Rn Spec Rn+1 that can be glued to make a global deformation Xn+1
of Xn0 . By definition, the
relative Kodaira–Spencer class of this thickening is κn0 .

3.4. Algebraization. Now, we have a system of deformations Pn ∈ perf(XRn ×Rn XR0 n ) of P0
with compatible isomorphisms Pn+1 ⊗RLn+1 Rn → Pn . By [Lie06, Proposition 3.6.1] there exists
an effectivization, i.e., a perfect complex PR on XR ×R XR0 with compatible isomorphisms PR ⊗RL
Rn → Pn . Recall that in Section 2 to algebrize XR we have used a filtered inductive system
{Ri }i∈I of finitely generated OT (T )-subalgebras of R whose colimit is R. For a sufficiently large
index i, there are deformations XRi , XR0 i of X0 , X00 over Ri whose pullback along the canonical
homomorphism Ri → R are XR , XR0 . So we have


XR ×R XR0  XRi ×Ri XR0 i ×Ri R.
By [Lie06, Proposition 2.2.1] there exists a perfect complex PRi on XRi ×Ri XR0 i with an isomorphism PRi ⊗RLi R → PR . Then the derived pullback PS ∈ perf(XS ×S XS0 ) along Ri → OS (S ) is a
deformation of P0 . Finally, we obtain the following:
Proposition 3.3. Let P0 be a Fourier–Mukai kernel defining the derived equivalence of Calabi–
Yau manifolds X0 and X00 of dimension more than two. Then there exists a perfect complex PS
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on the fiber product XS ×S XS0 of smooth projective versal deformations with an isomorphism
PS ⊗OL S (S ) k → P0 .
Remark 3.1. For fixed universal formal families (R, ξ) and (R, ξ0 ) of X0 and X00 , the deformations


2 ⊕ln
Xn0 associated with the images κn0 = ΦHT
(κn ) determine another universal formal family
Pn
0
0
(R, ξ̃ ) of X0 . Since two universal formal families (R, ξ0 ) and (R, ξ̃0 ) are isomorphic up to unique
isomorphism, by the construction of our versal deformations we may algebrize XR and XR0
simultaneously.
4. Proof of the main theorem
The smooth projective versal deformations XS , XS0 , and their fiber product XS ×S XS0 over S
form the following diagram
XS ×S XS0
q

XS

p

z
$

XS0

with the natural projections q and p. The relative integral functor


ΦPS (−) = Rp∗ PS ⊗L q∗ (−)
b
b
0
0
sends each object
 in D (XS ) to D (XS ), where PS ∈ perf(XS ×S XS ) is a deformation of P0 over
OS (S ), mOS (S ) . In this section, after possible shrinking of the base scheme S , we show that
the functor ΦPS is an equivalence. One can also show similar results for formal deformations
and their effectivizations.

Theorem 4.1. Let X0 and X00 be derived-equivalent Calabi–Yau manifolds of dimension more
than two. Then there exists a nonsingular affine variety S over k such that general fibers of
smooth projective versal deformations XS and XS0 over S are derived-equivalent. In particular,
after possible shrinking of the base scheme S , the schemes XS and XS0 are derived-equivalent.
Proof. Due to the Grothendieck–Verdier duality the functor ΦPS has the left adjoint, which we
denote by Φ(PS )L . For every object E ∈ Db (XS ) the counit morphism η : Φ(PS )L ◦ ΦPS → idDb (XS )
gives a distinguished triangle
(4.1)

Φ(PS )L ◦ ΦPS (E) → E → F B Cone (η (E)) .

We may assume that E and F are perfect complexes on XS . Let i s : X s ,→ XS , i0s : X s0 ,→ XS0 ,
and j s = i s × i0s : X s × X s0 ,→ XS ×S XS0 be the closed immersions for every closed point s ∈ S .
By the derived flat base change we have
Li0s ∗ ΦPS (E)  Φ s (E s ) ,
where E s = Li∗s (E) and Φ s = Φ j∗s PS . We also denote by (Φ s )L the left adjoint of Φ s with kernel
j∗s PS L . Then (4.1) restricts to a distinguished triangle
(Φ s )L ◦ Φ s (E s ) → E s → F s .
Note that the restriction of the counit morphism is the counit morphism. Since ΦP0 is an
equivalence,
the restriction of F to X0 is quasi-isomorphic to 0. So the support supp(F) =
S
l
supp H (F) of the perfect complex F is a proper
Zariski closed subset of XS . Let U ⊂

S be the complement of the image πS supp(F) . Since U contains the image of the closed
fiber X0 , it is a nonempty open subset of S and π−1
S (U) does not intersect with supp(F). In
particular, we have F s  0 for every closed point s ∈ U. If E is a strong generator of Db (XS ),
this implies that ΦPU is fully faithful. Here PU denotes the restriction of PS to q−1 π−1
S (U).
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Recall that a triangulated category is strongly finitely generated if there exist an object E and
nonnegative integer k such that every object can be obtained from E by taking isomorphisms,
direct summands, shifts, and not more than k times cones. Since XS is noetherian, separated,
and regular, Db (XS ) is strongly finitely generated by [BB03, Theorem 3.1.4]. Since ΦPS and
Φ(PS )L commute with direct sums on Db (XS ) by [BB03, Corollary 3.3.4], we may assume that
E has no nontrivial direct summands. Using the cohomology long exact sequence induced by
a distinguished triangle, one inductively sees that on π−1
S (U) the cone of the counit morphism
for any object
is
quasi-isomorphic
to
0.
Similarly,
one
finds a Zariski open subset V ⊂ S such

that ΦPV L is fully faithful. Finally, we obtain an equivalence Φ s : Db (X s ) → Db (X s0 ) for every
closed point s ∈ U ∩ V , ∅, as a fully faithful functor which admits either fully faithful left or
right adjoint is an equivalence. In particular, ΦPS is an equivalence after possible shrinking of
the base scheme S .

Corollary 4.2. Let X0 and X00 be derived-equivalent Calabi–Yau manifolds of dimension more
than two. Then all effectivizations XR and XR0 of universal formal families ξ and ξ0 projective
over R are derived-equivalent.
Proof. Replace XS , XS0 , and S by XR , XR0 , and R in the above proof. Then πR (supp F) is a Zariski
closed subset of Spec R which does not contain the only one closed point. This implies that
supp F is empty. It remains to show that the derived equivalence does not depend on the choice
of XR and XR0 . Given an effectivization πR : XR → Spec R of ξ, we have the following pullback
diagram
ξ  X̂R 
π̂



Spf R 


/


/

XR


πR

Spec R

of noetherian formal schemes, where XR is considered as the formal completion along itself.
Since πR is projective and R is a complete local noetherian ring, by [GD61, Corollary III5.1.6]
the functor
coh(XR ) → Coh(X̂R ),
which sends each coherent sheaf F on XR to its formal completion Fˆ along the closed fiber is
an equivalence of abelian categories. So we have
Db (XR ) ' Db (X̂R ).
In particular, all effectivizations of ξ are derived-equivalent.



Corollary 4.3. Let X0 and X00 be derived-equivalent Calabi–Yau manifolds of dimension more
than two. Then for any formal deformation X = X̂k~t of X0 there exists a formal deformation
X0 = X̂ 0 k~t of X00 which is derived-equivalent to X.
Proof. From the argument in Section 3 and the above proof, it follows immediately.



5. Pfaffian–Grassmannian equivalence
By Theorem 4.1 the derived equivalence of central fibers of versal deformations can be extended to that of general fibers. After studying deformations of the relevant Calabi–Yau 3-folds,
we show that the Pfaffian–Grassmannian derived equivalence is induced by the derived equivalence of IMOU varieties.
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5.1. Grassmannian side. Let E be a locally free sheaf on a smooth projective variety Z over C
and let Y0 be the zero scheme of a section s ∈ H 0 (Z, E) with codim Y0 = rank E and the defining
ideal sheaf IY0 ⊂ OZ . By [Weh84] a sufficient condition for every algebraic deformation of Y0
to be obtained by varying the section in H 0 (Z, E) is the vanishing of cohomology
H 1 (Z, E ⊗ IY0 ), H 1 (Y0 , TZ |Y0 ).
Now, we will consider the case
Y0 = Gr(2, V7 )17 B Gr(2, V7 ) ∩ P(W),
where V7 is a 7-dimensional complex vector space and W is a 14-dimensional general quotient
vector space of ∧2 V7  W.
Lemma 5.1. Every deformation of Y0 = Gr(2, V7 )17 can be obtained by varying the section s.
Proof. It suffices to show the vanishing of cohomology
H 1 (Gr(2, V7 ), OGr(2,V7 ) (1)⊕7 ⊗ IY0 ), H 1 (Y0 , TGr(2,V7 ) |Y0 ).
By [Küc96, (1.4)] we have two spectral sequences

H p (Gr(2, V7 ), F ⊗ ∧q+1 O(−1)Gr(2,V7 ) ) ⇒ H p−q Gr(2, V7 ), F ⊗ IY0 , q ≥ 0,


H p Gr(2, V7 ), F ⊗ ∧q O(−1)Gr(2,V7 ) ⇒ H p−q Gr(2, V7 ), F |Y0
for any locally free sheaf F on Gr(2, V7 ). Then Borel–Bott–Weil theorem gives the desired
result.

5.2. Pfaffian side. Let HY00 : Artk → Set be the functor of embedded deformations of a projective scheme Y00 ⊂ P6 over C. Then we have the forgetful functor HY00 → FY00 . Let tHY 0 → tFY 0
0
0
be the induced map of tangent spaces, which is given by
HY00 (C[t]/t2 ) → FY00 (C[t]/t2 ).
Now, we will consider the case
Y00 = Pf(4, V7 ) ∩ P(W ⊥ )  Pf(4, V7 ) ∩ P6 ,
where W ⊥ = Coker(W ∨ ,→ ∧2 V7∨ ).
Lemma 5.2. The induced map of tangent spaces
t HY 0 → t F Y 0
0

0

is surjective.
Proof. We have an exact sequence
(5.1)

0 → OP6 (−7) → 7OP6 (−4) → 7OP6 (−3) → OP6 → OY00 → 0.

From the cohomology of (5.1) and the restriction of Euler sequence we obtain H1 (TP6 |Y00 )  0.
Since Y00 is nonsingular, the short exact sequence
0 → TY00 → TP6 |Y00 → NY00 /P6 → 0
gives rise to a long exact sequence of cohomology
0 → H0 (TY00 ) → H0 (TP6 |Y00 ) → H0 (NY00 /P6 )
δ0

−→ H1 (TY00 ) → H1 (TP6 |Y00 ) → H1 (NY00 /P6 ) → · · · ,
where the boundary map δ0 coincides with tHY 0 → tFY 0 by [Har10, Proposition 20.2].
0

0



Lemma 5.3. Every deformation of Y00 = Pf(4, V7 ) ∩ P6 lifts to an embedded deformation in P6 .
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Proof. It is well-known that HY00 is pro-representable and unobstructed. We also know that
FY00 is pro-representable. Then Lemma 5.2 allows us to apply [Har10, Exercise 15.8] and the
forgetful functor HY00 → FY00 is strongly surjective. In particular, it is surjective.

5.3. Induced derived equivalence. Let X0 be the complete intersection in G2 -Grassmannian
defined by an equivariant vector
G = G2 /P associated with the crossed Dynkin diagram
P
bundle E(1,1)  G2 ×P V(1,1)
, which is a flat degeneration of Y0 [IIM19, Proposition 5.1]. Let
X00 be the complete intersection in G2 -Grassmannian Q = G2 /Q associated with the crossed
Q
Dynkin diagram
, which is a
defined by an equivariant vector bundle F(1,1)  G2 ×Q V(1,1)
flat degeneration of Y00 [KK16, Theorem 7.1]. It is known that the Calabi–Yau 3-folds X0 and
X00 are derived-equivalent [Kuz18, Ued19].
Corollary 5.4. The Calabi–Yau 3-folds Y0 = Gr(2, V7 )17 and Y00 = Pf(4, V7 ) ∩ P6 are derivedequivalent.
Proof. By definition of Y0 and Lemma 5.1 general fibers of a versal deformation of X0 are
isomorphic to Gr(2, V7 )17 . By [KK16, Corollary 6.3] and Lemma 5.3 general fibers of a versal
deformation of X00 are isomorphic to Pf(4, V7 ) ∩ P6 . Then Gr(2, V7 )17 and Pf(4, V7 ) ∩ P6 are
derived-equivalent by Theorem 4.1.

Remark 5.1. The derived-equivalent pair obtained here does not carry any information about
W and W ⊥ , while the original Pfaffian–Grassmannian equivalence connects Gr(2, V7 ) ∩ P(W)
with Pf(4, V7 ) ∩ P(W ⊥ ) for every W. We have proved that for a generic choice of W the Y0 is
derived-equivalent to the Y00 associated with some other W.
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